
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vocabulary Organiser 

Maps A map can show the 

earths surface, roads, 

building, rivers, forests 

and lakes.  

Homes A place where a person 

lives.  

Local area The area that you live. 

Road For vehicles and people 

to travel on from one 

place to another.  

Community A particular area where a 

group of people live.  

Safety Being safe from danger. 

Synonyms 

Using synonyms will help to expand your child’s vocabulary and allow 

them to experience new language! While reading The Brave Bear 

book I will expose the children to new words. Home challenge, see if 

you can use synonyms while talking to your child. 

Book language Synonym Book language  Synonym 

Hot Boiling,  

scorching 

Slipped Skidded,      

stumbled 

Shade Shadow, cover Helped Aided, supported 

Pair Two, team, 

couple 

Sad Gloomy,         

depressed 

Probably No doubt, likely Hurting Aching, stinging 

Good Fine, quality Wait Pause, linger 

Idea Plan, intention Carry Transport 

Cool Chill, refreshing Decided Certain,         

concluded 

Quite Totally, rather Brave Confident,     

fearless 

Grassy Lush, meadowy Bravest Heroic, boldest 

Bushy Thick, prickly Splashed Plunged, sloshed 

Jump Leap, bound Cooled Chilled 

Jumpiest Excited, skittish Wet Drenched, damp 

Careful Cautious,      

vigilant 

Wettest Soggiest,     

dampest 

Small Tiny, minute Glowing Flaming,     

gleaming 

Big Huge,            

considerable 

Tomorrow The future 

During the next 7 weeks our general theme will be ‘I am me.’ As we 

are starting a new class, we will be looking at new beginnings and 

how we feel about taking on new challenges. We will also be 

looking at our local area and how it differs from that in our story, 

our homes and families and the people in our local area who can 

help us keep safe and healthy.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Home Learning  

Challenge 1 

Can you draw a picture of the front of your house? Do not forget 

to put the number on your front door so we know the number of 

your house. 

  

Home Learning  

Challenge 2 

 Can you create a family tree? Ask your adult who looks after 

you to write their names underneath so we know who is in your 

family. 

   
 


